“The bible was written
for us but not to us”

- when we attempt to re-interpret the message of the original author & we do an “endaround” straight to God, we are violating the authority given to the author by God
Himself

Dr. John Walton

-

Greek vs Hebrew
Two ways of thinking, a world apart

Greek (Western) questions can’t be answered by Hebrew (Eastern) authors

Better questions
lead to better
answers

- this does not mean that some questions are silly and some are more intellectual in a
way that puffs up, but that all of our questions can be ever more better informed as we
learn and grow

-

Does material, physical make-up constitute existence? e.g. company & chair
In ANE thought, existence is functional, not merely material

What does it mean
to exist?

Order vs Chaos

CHAOS/
Disorder

Nonorder

Order

- These status’ do not have a moral quality, but are status’ of functionality or nonfunctionality

Possible questions

-

If Genesis 1 is not telling a story of material creation, then what kind of creation is
this?
house story vs. home story

What kind of creation
account is this?

What is God’s purpose
in creating the earth?

-

Genesis 1
as Poetry

Chiasm

-

True learning doesn’t happen through facts ands supporting evidence, but
through discovery of things buried in the story…it’s engagement over
regurgitation

-

Days 1-3
Hashem establishes functions

-

house story vs. home story
- buying/building a new house and moving in but boxes are unpacked (nonorder)
Naming & separating is a creative process

Days 4-6
Hashem Installs functionaries

Day 7
Temple coronation &
divine enthronement

Day 7
Genesis 2:1-3 (TLV)
1 So the heavens and the earth were completed
along with their entire array. 2 God completed
—on the seventh day—His work that He made,
and He ceased—on the seventh day—from all
His work that He made. 3 Then God blessed the
seventh day and sanctified it, for on it He
ceased from all His work that God created for
the purpose of preparing.

-

-

Gen. 1:1 & Gen. 2:1 as literary brackets
If Genesis 1 is a lab report, then day 7 seems to be out of place, nothing more than
an add-on
An ancient reader would instantly recognize what this story is…a temple text
What is divine rest?
- Rest is the result of chaos being ordered, stability being achieved, things
have “settled down”
- The God Who knows when to say, “Enough”
Where does deity rest?
- In a temple, and only in a temple

Genesis 2

-

Why is understanding & practicing the sabbath a key to understanding the whole
mission and message of the Bible?

-

We’ve said that Gen. 1 is not science. Neither is Gen. 2
- If the science changes, the way we read the story does not
Overarching assumption is that Gen. 2 is telling more about day 6 of Gen. 1
- May be one possibility, but is it the only one?
- We want to evaluate it
Blind presuppositions
- We all have presuppositions. They can be good or not so…either way, they
must be explored & evaluated
- Question everything, especially how you think about the things you think
about
How does Gen. 2 relate to Gen. 1
- There are options

-

And its relation to Genesis 1

-

-

Genesis 2:4 (TLV)
4 These are the genealogical records of
the heavens and the earth when they
were created, at the time
when Adonai Elohim made land and sky.

 ּתֹולְָדהToldah/Toldot

-

• descendants, results, proceedings,
generations, genealogies

• account of men and their descendants
• genealogical list of one's descendants
• one's contemporaries
• course of history (of creation etc)
• begetting or account of heaven

-

-

occurs 11 times in Gen.
- Usually a person’s name and their genealogy
- Author’s literary mechanism of moving the story along/ Transitionary
statements
- If it’s transitionary, then we can see (thru 11 occurrences) how the before
relates to the after
If Gen. 2 is the story of Adam & Eve, it is a retelling (recapitulation)
- Are there other options?
- Recursive
- Sequel (default)
Gen 1 is populations
Opening for other people

others?
•

Gen. 4:15- “whoever slays me”

•

Gen. 4:17- Cain’s wife

•

Gen. 4:17- Cain becomes a city builder

Genesis 2:7 (TLV)
7 Then Adonai Elohim formed the man
out of the dust from the ground and He
breathed into his nostrils a breath of
life—so the man became a living being.

-

Gen. 1 is cosmic identity
Gen. 2 is human IDENTITY
If Adam & Eve are not the first and only…then why are they important?
- AH! Better questions lead to better answers
- This is the whole point of the given text

-

Adam & Eve were real people in a real past
Archetypes of what all humanity is from an Israelite perspective
- This is who our God created us to be
Adam (man) & Chavah (life)
- Hebrew names given by a Hebrew author
- “from/out of/of” not in the Hebrew

-

 יָצַרyatsar
to form,
fashion

coronation scene where Knum is forming pharaoh to be pharaoh
- Formed to be king…function & purpose

Genesis 2:7 (TLV)

-

7 Then Adonai Elohim formed the man
out of the dust from the ground and He
breathed into his nostrils a breath of
life—so the man became a living being.

Genesis 3:19 (TLV)
By the sweat of your brow will you eat
food, until you return to the ground,
since from it were you taken, For you
are dust, and to dust will you return.”

Psalm 103:14 (TLV)

-

-

For He knows our frame (form). He
remembers that we are but dust.

-

If this is a telling of identity, then the question has to be…what does it mean that
we are dust?
chemistry or craftsmanship?
- Chemical makeup
- Craftsmanship
- PROBLEM…dust

dust refers to immortality
Were we created immortal?
Romans 5:12 Tree of Life Version (TLV)
- So then, just as sin came into the world through one man and death
through sin, in the same way death spread to all men because all sinned.
Paul knows his Bible…Tree of Life
Gen. 1 refrain…it was good (perfect?)
- Tov is not a moral term, it is optimal functional
- Gen. 2- not good that man be alone

form= yetzer
- Yetzer hara & yetzer hatov
“WE”
- It’s not that Adam came into the world one way and we came in a different
way
- 1 Corinthians 15:48 Tree of Life Version (TLV)
- 48 Like the one made of dust, so also are those made of dust;
and like the heavenly, so also are those who are heavenly.
If there were people before Adam, and we are formed like Adam (identity, not
biology) there is nothing to negate the possibility that Adam was born of a woman

Genesis 2:8 (TLV)
Then Adonai Elohim planted a garden in
Eden in the east, and there He put the
man whom He had formed.

-

gardens are royal spheres attached to sacred space
- Temple mountain with water flowing from under the throne
- Trees show the preeminence of the King
Put (suwm)- to put, place, set, appoint, make

Genesis 2:9 (TLV)
Then Adonai Elohim caused to sprout
from the ground every tree that was
desirable to look at and good for
food.
Now the Tree of Life was in the middle
of the garden, and also the Tree of
Knowledge of Good and Evil.

Genesis 2:15 (TLV)
Then Adonai Elohim took the man and
gave him rest in the Garden of Eden in
order to cultivate and watch over it.

- avad v’shamar- priestly roles

Genesis 2:18 (TLV)

-

help-meet (ezer)
- Appears in v. 20 also
- Every other place this is found in Scripture is speaking of God

Then Adonai Elohim said, “It is not good
for the man to be alone. Let Me make a
well-matched helper for him.”

Genesis 2:21-22 (TLV)
Adonai Elohim caused a deep sleep to
fall on the man and he slept; and He
took one of his ribs and closed up the
flesh in its place. 22 Adonai Elohim built
the rib, which He had taken from the
man, into a woman. Then He brought her
to the man.

Genesis 2:24 (TLV)
This is why a man leaves his father and
his mother and clings to his wife; and
they become one flesh.

-

-

deep sleep (tardemah)
- Jonah in the boat
- David & Saul
- Cicera, Chever, Ya’el (Judges 4)
- Abraham and the blood covenant
Rib (tsela)
- Never used anatomically
- Architectural

God has made us more
than what
he’s made us from

